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Background: Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) is a chronic compression injury of the spinal cord, with potentially reversible conditions after surgical decompression, and a unique model of incomplete spinal cord injury. Several animal studies showed pathological changes of demyelination, axon loss and neuron apoptosis in rats with chronic spinal cord compression. However, there is a limited understanding of the neurological change in the spinal cord after surgical decompression. The aim of this study was to validate the neurorestoratology of myelopathic lesions in the spinal cord in a rat model.

Materials and methods: A total of 16 adult Sprague-Dawley rats were divided into four groups: sham control (group 1); CSM model with 4-week chronic compression (group 2), 2 weeks (group 3) and 4 weeks (group 4) after surgical decompression of CSM model. The compression and decompression were verified by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) test. Neurological function was evaluated by Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor rating scale, ladder rung walking test and somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEPs). Neuropathological change was evaluated by histological examinations.

Results: MRI confirmed the compression of the cervical spinal cord as well as the reshaping of cord morphology after decompression. After decompression, significant changes of neurological function were observed in BBB scores (p < 0.01, F = 10.52), ladder rung walking test (p < 0.05, F = 14.21) and latencies (p < 0.05, F = 5.76) and amplitudes (p < 0.05, F = 3.8) of SEP. Neuronal degeneration was obvious in the ventral horn with gradual restoration. After decompression, the motor neuron number in the ventral horn did not show significant changes (p > 0.05). However, increasing trend of myelin area and staining intensity were observed in all columns of the white matter (p < 0.05) after decompression, especially in the compressed lateral column.

Conclusion: The established rat model is able to simulate histopathological characteristics of cervical myelopathy in human beings. The neuropathological change demonstrated that neurorestoratology in the myelopathic spinal cord would probably attribute to axonal remyelination of the white matter, but there would be an incapability of neuronal regeneration.
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Introduction
Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (CSM) is a chronic compression injury of the cervical spinal cord, leading to various neurological dysfunctions.1–6 Surgical decompression could help to regain appreciable neurological function in many patients with CSM.7–9 After decompression, the spinal canal would be enlarged and the strain and shear forces that applied on the cord would be removed, providing favorable anatomic microenvironment for the neurorestoratology.10
Previous studies stated that demyelination, axon damage and neuron death are the pathological changes in chronic compression-related myelopathy, which was demonstrated by a lot of animal studies on compressive spinal cord injury. Several recent animal studies on the CSM model presented histopathological consequences after chronic compression. In the gray matter, the reduction in motor neuron number in the ventral horn as well as neuronal degeneration such as cavitation of cytoplasm and nuclear pyknosis and decrease in synapses are considered the initial pathomechanisms of CSM. In the white matter, disorganized fiber tract, decreased myelin sheath thickness, staining intensity or density and dissolved axons are considered the underlying neuropathological causes that attributed to subsequent neurological dysfunction. However, the gray matter is more vulnerable than the white matter, and the neuronal damage seems to be irreversible by the current available therapeutic strategy.

In acute spinal cord compression, remyelination of the demyelinated nerve fibers was observed by Gledhill et al in a cat model. They concluded that the neurological deficit could be attributed to demyelination caused by acute cord compression and remyelination might contribute to functional recovery afterward. In the condition of CSM, the remyelination of the axons may also be a critical mechanism accounting for neurorestoratology following surgical decompression. Therefore, an attempt to preserve ascending and/or descending neural fiber tracts of the white matter seems to be attractive and promising. However, the exact role of remyelination in the recovery of postoperative CSM patients is also unclear.

In this study, we produced chronic cervical cord compression on a rat model at C4/5 level and investigated the changes of neuropathology from chronic compressive spinal cord injury to surgical decompression. With this study, we hope to demonstrate the neurorestoratology in chronically compressed cervical spinal cord after surgical decompression.

Materials and methods

Materials

A total of 16 female adult Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (220–250 g) were used in this study, provided by the Laboratory Animal Unit of the University of Hong Kong. These rats were evenly divided into four groups: sham control (group 1); CSM model with 4-week cervical cord compression (group 2); surgical decompression performed at 4 weeks after cervical cord compression and sacrificed at 2 weeks post decompression (D2W, group 3) and 4 weeks post decompression (D4W, group 4).

Establishment of rat model

To create the compression injury to the cervical cord, a water-absorbing polymer was made into a compression sheet in a standard size of 3 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm, which will expand its volume seven times within 2 hours by absorbing liquid in the spinal canal. This compression material did not elicit any tissue granulation or inflammatory reaction after implantation in the previous studies.

The rats were operated on according to an established surgical protocol for implantation of water-absorbing materials. After general anesthesia with intraperitoneal injection of 10% ketamine and 2% xylazine (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), a skin incision was made to expose the C3–C7 laminae and the yellow ligament was removed between them through a posterior approach. A small space between the adjacent laminae near the facet at C5 level was opened and enlarged with natural flexion of the spine, while the underneath dura was carefully separated from the laminae. The polymer implant was carefully inserted into the right posterolateral side of the rat spinal canal at the planned compression level at C4/5. The polymer material gradually expanded to the maximum with seven times of its volume at 24 hours after implantation, and the pressure could maintain for 6 months. Then, the incision was carefully sutured after complete hemostasis. After recovery on a heating bed, the rats were returned to the cages and kept separately.

Surgical decompression of established rat model

For groups 3 and 4, surgical decompression was performed in animals 4 weeks after model establishment. The procedure was similar to the establishment of cervical cord compression. After exposing the laminae from C3 to C7 following anesthesia and incision, laminectomy was performed to remove the lamina from C3 to C5 on the right side. The expanded polymer sheet was taken out carefully. Then, the muscle and skin were sutured after complete hemostasis. After recovery on a heating bed, the rats were returned to the cages separately.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
All the MRI examinations were carried out using a 7T Bruker PharmaScan 70/16 scanner (Bruker, Karlsruhe-Neuthard, Germany). Anatomical MRI images revealed the morphological changes of the cervical spinal cord from compression to decompression. The animals were anesthetized by the inhalation of isoflurane and kept warm using a heating pad underneath. A surface coil was placed over the cervical spine to acquire magnetic resonance (MR) signals. Axial T2W images were acquired for each rat. The imaging parameters were as follows: time of echo (TE)/time of repetition (TR) = 11/4200 ms (T2W), slice thickness = 1 mm, inter-slice distance = 1.1 mm and the number of excitation (NEX) = 4.

Neurobehavioral evaluation
Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) locomotor rating scale24 and ladder rung walking test25 were used to evaluate the neurological function weekly after compression established by two different investigators separately using blinded method. The measurement of BBB rating scale ranges from complete paralysis (score 0) to normal locomotion (score 21). The ladder rung walking task could precisely evaluate the forelimb walking skill of the rat. The rats were put on a horizontal ladder with rungs and were managed to walk across from one side to another. The intervals of the rungs were 2 cm from each other. A video camera (HDR-CX290; Sony Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used to capture the walking process. The speed of the recorded videos was slowed down by 10 times for analysis. Mistake of forepaw placement when walking on the rung ladder was observed, and the number of mistakes was recorded in every 10 steps. The walking task was repeated three times, and the average number was used to calculate the error rate.25 The neurological evaluation was performed weekly after model establishment until sacrifice.

Somatosensory-evoked potential (SEP) evaluation
The sensory function of the cervical spinal cord was evaluated by SEPs with the protocol using SEP signal recording equipment (YRKJ-A2004; Zhuhai Yiruikeji Co, Ltd, Zhuhai, People’s Republic of China).15 The animals were evaluated under general anesthesia with intraperitoneal injection of 10% ketamine/2% xylazine (Ketalar, 1 mL:1 mL) (Sigma Chemical Co.). A constant current stimulator was used with a 4.1 Hz square wave and 0.1 ms in duration to stimulate the median nerve on the forepaw. The cortical SEP was recorded at the skull over the sensorimotor cortex (2 mm posterior and 2 mm lateral to bregma). The SEP response to the stimulation was recorded in the average of 100 trials. The latency delay and amplitude of the SEP signals were measured and recorded.

Histological evaluation
The animals were euthanized with overdose of 20% pentobarbital (200 mg/mL, intraperitoneal injection) at each time point. The rat was perfused by adjusting the perfusion height (110 cm H2O) at the rate of 20 mL/min through the ascending aorta, followed by 10% buffered formalin. After perfusion, the cord was harvested, immersed in 10% formalin for 12 hours and embedded in paraffin. The cord was continuously sectioned by microtome with a thickness of 5 μm. The sections were stained by hematoxylin–eosin (H&E) and Luxol fast blue (LFB) and then analyzed with a light microscopy imaging system (Nikon H600L Microscope, Tokyo, Japan). In the images with H&E staining, the neurons of the ventral horn on the compression side were manually counted in 400× microscopic fields. LFB was used to stain the myelin in the white matter of the spinal cord, and the blue color intensity indicates the myelin content. The loss of myelin content suggests demyelination in the neural fiber, and the regain of the content implicates remyelination. The area and intensity of the myelin were measured at ventral cord (VC), lateral cord (LC) and dorsal cord (DC) on the compression side with ten randomly placed regions of interest (ROI; 0.05 × 0.05 mm2) using ImageJ (version 1.47v; National Institutes of Health, USA).

First, a scale was set globally to all images based on the primary scale bar marked in the raw image obtained from the microscopic system. Ten randomly placed ROI at VC, LC and DC regions on the compression side were added for measuring. Then, “area” and “integrated density” in the set measurement module were selected to measure the myelin area and myelin staining intensity, respectively, in blue color in the ROI. The abovementioned quantitative measurements were carried out by two different investigators using blinded method, and the average results were calculated.

Statistical analysis
The group differences between neurobehavior assessment, SEP and histological evaluation were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post hoc tests, with significance level at 5% (p < 0.05). All the statistical analyses were performed by using IBM SPSS version 15.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
MRI
MRI results verified the cervical cord compression due to expanding compression from water-absorbing polymer after
implantation and thereafter successful surgical decompression. After compression, the expanding material induced epidural space-occupying lesion and caused severe deformation of the gray matter and white matter in the DC–LC at C4/5 spinal level, while no evidence of spinal cord edema, hemorrhage, intramedullary cavity and glial scar was identified clearly (in comparison to intact cord Figure 1A, deformation of the compressed cord can be seen in Figure 1B). At D2W, spinal canal enlargement with a gradual restoration of the sunken cord could be seen in the compression side (Figure 1C). At the end of 4 weeks after decompression surgery, the cord almost reshaped to be an integral cord morphology and structure based on visible inspection during the animal was euthanized (Figure 1D).

Neurobehavioral and functional evaluation

The average BBB scores (Figure 2) and error rates of ladder rung walking test (Figure 3) were used to examine the motor function. The animals presented abnormality in forepaw position and tail falling after the establishment of spinal cord compression and significant differences in BBB scores among different groups or time points were found by ANOVA \( p < 0.01, F = 10.52 \). BBB scores showed progressive recovery of motor function after decompression from 2 weeks to 4 weeks. In the ladder rung walking test, the error rates of forepaw placement were compared among all the groups with significant differences \( p < 0.05, F = 14.21 \). The error rate of the compression group was significantly higher than the normal group \( (p < 0.05, F = 14.21) \). The results showed that the error rate of the two decompression groups was significantly lower than the compression group \( (p < 0.05) \), suggesting neurological function recovery after decompression.

The results of SEP evaluation are shown in Figure 4. The latencies and amplitudes of the SEP signal in response to the stimulation on the compression side were compared among different groups. The results showed that there were significant differences in latencies \( (p < 0.05, F = 5.76) \) and amplitudes \( (p < 0.05, F = 3.8) \) among all the groups (Figure 4). The latency of the compression group was significantly delayed compared with the normal group \( (p < 0.05) \). Latencies had a trend to decrease with time after surgical decompression, with a significant decrease at 4 weeks after decompression \( (p < 0.05) \). The amplitude was found significantly increased at 4 weeks after decompression in comparison with the compression group \( (p < 0.05) \). The changes in both latency and amplitude of SEP implied the restoration of neurological function that was attributed to cord decompression.

Histological evaluation

The histological evaluation was used to validate neurorestoration after surgical decompression (Figure 5A3, B3, C3, A4, B4 and C4). In H&E staining, integral butterfly shaped structure of the gray matter (Figure 5A1), rich cytoplasm of large motor neuron (Figure 5B1) and organized white matter were clearly identified in the sham control group (Figure 5C1). In the compressed group, evident sunken deformation caused by the expanded compressor were observed in the dorsal-lateral side of the cord (Figure 5A2), while the deformation was observed in agreement with MRI findings. No tissue edema was found at the compression side. The motor neurons were smaller in size and in long spindle shape in the compression group (Figure 5B2) compared with the sham control group. Neuronal degeneration was obvious in the ventral horn of the compression side of the cord, including the deformation of larger motor neurons, loss of cytoplasm, karyopyknosis of the nucleus and decreased neuronal synapse, especially in the compression side (Figure 5B2). Significant loss of large motor neurons in the ventral horn on the compression side (Figure 6) was found in the myelopathic cord \( (p < 0.05, F = 7.82) \), while the number of motor neurons did not increase after cord decompression \( (p > 0.05) \), which may imply incapable or limited regeneration potential of neurons.

Figure 1  Cord compression and decompression verified by MRI detection.
Notes: T2W image before compression (A), after compression (B), 2 weeks after decompression (C) and 4 weeks after decompression (D).
Abbreviation: MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
However, pathological restoratology was demonstrated after surgical decompression of the cord. Progressive cord reshaping and tissue reorganization in the decompression group from 2 weeks (Figure 5A3) to 4 weeks (Figure 5A4) indicated that surgical decompression contributed to morphological and structural reconstitution in the cord. Neuronal histopathology, such as similar regular morphology and rich or dense cytoplasm, can be restored partially (Figure 5B3 and B4), while atrophied nucleus and glial scar formation were observed in the D2W and D4W groups (Figure 5B3 and B4). In the white matter in H&E staining, sparse nerve fiber layers separated by vacuolated cords (Figure 5C2) due to chronic compression were gradually recovered in the D2W and D4W groups after surgical decompression (Figure 5C3 and C4).

In LFB staining, the myelin area and staining intensity were measured at VC, LC and DC of the compression side with ten randomly placed ROI. In the sham control group, organized neuropathological structure (Figure 7A1) and white matter fiber tracts were distinguishable clearly with dark blue staining and dense myelin sheath (Figure 7B1). In the 4-week cervical cord compression group (Figure 7A2), dissolved axons and sparse density of myelin sheath, and vacuolation change confirmed demyelinated degeneration in the white matter (Figure 7B2). Meanwhile, a significant difference between myelin staining area and intensity was found in VC, LC and DC in the compression group (Figure 8), while the myelin area in VC, LC and DC of the white matter at 2 weeks after decompression was significantly smaller than the sham control group (p < 0.05). On the other hand, the staining intensity of all the other three groups was significantly lower (Figure 9) compared with the normal group in all the columns (p < 0.05). However, an increasing trend was noticed in the staining intensity from 2 weeks to 4 weeks after decompression in all the three columns (p < 0.05), indicating that axonal remyelination occurred after cord decompression.

Discussion
In this study, we successfully created an animal model with chronic cervical spinal cord compression in rats based on a previous study.23 From the results of MRI, neurological function tests and histological examinations, we found that the cervical spinal cord was subjected to considerable posterolateral compression resulting from the polymer sheet implant. Neurophysiological changes were found in association with neuropathological changes, providing evidence of neurorestoratology in the myelopathic spinal cord.26

In this study, BBB scale and ladder rung walking test were employed for neurobehavioral assessment. In agreement, BBB scores and ladder rung walking test showed statistically
significant differences between the sham controls and cord compression as well as the two decompression groups. The results demonstrated that chronic compression induced motor function impairment in the model rats. The animal model used in this study was subject to chronic compression at the cervical spinal cord, which principally affected the sensory and motor functions of the forelimbs rather than hindlimbs. Therefore, it may suggest the lower sensitivity of BBB scores in detecting the spinal cord dysfunction initiated by chronic compression. To the contrary, the ladder rung walking test was good at evaluating the precision of the forepaw placement while the rats were walking on a ladder with evenly distributed rungs. In this study, the neurobehavioral deficit of the compression group was well uncovered and the functional recovery was
reduce the long-term forelimb dysfunction resulting from the compression. D2W and D4W groups, while the number did not increase after surgical decompression compared with the compression group. *Different from the compression, D2W or D4W groups (p < 0.05).

Abbreviations: D2W, 2 weeks post decompression; D4W, 4 weeks post decompression.

Figure 6 Quantitative analysis of large motor neuron.

Notes: The number of large motor neurons decreased significantly among the compression, D2W and D4W groups, while the number did not increase after surgical decompression compared with the compression group. *Different from the compression, D2W or D4W groups (p < 0.05).

Abbreviations: D2W, 2 weeks post decompression; D4W, 4 weeks post decompression.

Analysis of myelin staining intensity at VC, LC and DC columns in the white matter.

Notes: The results showed that the myelin staining intensity decreased at all the three columns in the white matter in the compression group (p < 0.05). In comparison to the compression group, there was a progressive significant increase in the staining intensity at all VC, LC and DC columns in the D2W and D4W groups after cord decompression, while the intensity was still lower than that in the sham control group (p < 0.05), implicating the partial remyelination of axon. *Significant different from the sham control group (p < 0.05). **Significant different from the compression group (p < 0.05).

Abbreviations: VC, dorsal cord; LC, lateral cord; LC, ventral cord.

Figure 7 LFB staining showed myelination in the DC on the compression side captured with 400× light microscope.

Notes: Group 1 (sham control): identified butterfly shape and organized neuropathological structure (A1), and clearly recognized fiber tract with dense blue staining myelin (B1). Group 2 (4-week cervical cord compression): cord distortion and loss of dorsal-lateral white matter (A2) and decreased staining intensity with vacuolated change (B2, blank arrow). Group 3 (2 weeks after decompression): recovery of cord morphology (A3) and increased myelin staining area and intensity (B3). Group 4 (4 weeks after decompression), almost reconstitution of cord structural integrity (A4) and continuous restoration of vacuolated change and myelin staining (B4).

Abbreviations: DC, dorsal cord; LC, lateral cord; LFB, Luxol fast blue; VC, ventral cord.

Figure 8 Analysis of myelin staining area at VC, LC and DC column in the white matter.

Notes: The results showed that myelin staining area decreased at all the three columns in the white matter in the compression group (p < 0.05). An increasing trend was demonstrated in the D2W and D4W groups after cord decompression, while such area was still smaller compared to that in the sham control group (p < 0.05), which suggested the partial remyelination of axon. *Significant different from the sham control group (p < 0.05). **Significant different from the compression group (p < 0.05).

Abbreviations: DC, dorsal cord; D2W, 2 weeks post decompression; D4W, 4 weeks post decompression; LC, lateral cord; VC, ventral cord.

Figure 9 Analysis of myelin staining intensity at VC, LC and DC columns in the white matter.

Notes: The results showed that the myelin staining intensity decreased at all the three columns in the white matter in the compression group (p < 0.05). In comparison to the myelin staining intensity in compression group, there was a progressive significant increase in the staining intensity at all VC, LC and DC columns in the D2W and D4W groups after cord decompression, while the intensity was still lower than that in the sham control group (p < 0.05), implicating the partial remyelination of axon. *Significant different from the sham control group (p < 0.05). **Significant different from the compression group (p < 0.05).

Abbreviations: DC, dorsal cord; D2W, 2 weeks post decompression; D4W, 4 weeks post decompression; LC, lateral cord; VC, ventral cord.

chronic cervical cord compression, which was similar to the pathophysiological properties and natural history of CSM.15,16

SEP, which is used as an assessment of functional integrity of the sensory pathway, is used to measure the brain activity that generates from the stimulation of peripheral nerve, such as median nerve or posterior tibial nerve, through the spinal cord, and up to the cortex.28,29 In our previous study, SEP measurements of latency and amplitude have been demonstrated to be able to indicate the ultrastructural impairment of the spinal cord in chronic compressive injury.30 In this study, SEP evaluation further confirmed the result of neurobehavioral assessment by quantifying the anomaly of signal conduction in the somatosensory system. In the compression group, increased latency was detected compared with the sham control group, implying that substantial neural damage formed in the sensory tracts located at LC and DC. After decompression,
the latency presented a pattern of stepwise reduction with time. The signal amplitude had a trend to decrease after cord compression and increase after decompression even though it failed to reach statistical significance. Combining the results of the neurobehavioral and SEP evaluation, we verified the neurological decline in cord compression and functional recovery after surgical decompression.

In agreement, the MRI finding was compatible with histopathological change by H&E and LFB staining. The exact neural damage of cord tissue was revealed by histological investigation. Notably, the cord tissue including gray and white matter was highly squeezed on the compression side (Figure 5B), resulting in increased density of neurons and axons in the compressed regions. After decompression, the cord expanded and almost restored to its original oval shape.

As a result, no significant changes of the number of neurons were observed at the ventral horn after decompression. This did not provide us evidence of neuronal regeneration in chronic spinal cord compression. The reason for this result may be due to the short time of the recovery period, as we only observed at 2 weeks and 4 weeks after decompression. However, this finding was consistent with previous reports.16,31 On the other hand, the myelin area and staining intensity were measured on the LFB staining slices, both of which were lower in the decompression group than the sham control and gradually increased with the time after decompression. The myelin area and staining intensity represented the status of myelination of the axons in the white matter. By observing the reduction in myelination in the two decompression groups, we may infer that the axonal demyelination took place in the condition of chronic spinal cord compression. In addition, the myelination continued to increase steadily with the time after surgical decompression, which was consistent with the results of the animal and human studies.19–22 Therefore, it can be inferred from the abovementioned data that both neuronal dysfunction and demyelination of the white matter would contribute to neurological deficit, while neurorestoratology in chronic spinal cord compression would probably attribute to remyelination of the white matter tract.12 thus, interventions to preserve or protect subsequent neural fiber damage or degeneration in the white matter seem more valuable than to rescue irreversible neuron death in CSM.31 To date, although great efforts still need to be encouraged to promote breakthroughs in effective therapeutic strategy for CSM, this established model platform would bring bright prospects for practicing various kinds of neurorestorative strategies.34,35

However, although histopathological evidence of neurorestoratology was demonstrated after decompression procedure in this study, immunochemistry and molecular biological methods should be carried out to provide more detailed information on mechanism exploration in further research.

### Conclusion

The established rat model by water-absorbing polymer has great advantages in exploring pathological changes of cervical myelopathy, as well as neurological and histopathological recovery after treatment. Neuropathological evidence demonstrated that neurorestoratology would probably attribute to axonal remyelination of the white matter or neural fiber tract after surgical decompression. Therefore, it would be more efficient to perform neurorestorative therapy strategy on the white matter to rescue neurological function.
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